1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

For decades, filtered back-projection (FBP) has been used in reconstruction of CT images. The FBP reconstruction technique is based on several assumptions that simplify CT geometry as a compromise between reconstruction speed and image noise \[[@bib0005],[@bib0010]\]. FBP is fast, but inherently also adds noise to the images. Increased computer processing power and −cost have made other more complex reconstruction methods clinically feasible, and hence, CT vendors developed new methods for image reconstruction a decade ago. These techniques are aimed at reducing image noise and/or radiation dose \[[@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0020], [@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0035], [@bib0040], [@bib0045]\]. One group of these techniques are statistical iterative reconstruction techniques or hybrid techniques, which are more demanding compared to FBP with respect to reconstruction time, but strives to reconstruct CT images with less noise than with FBP, while preserving details and edges \[[@bib0010],[@bib0015],[@bib0025],[@bib0030]\]. The hybrid reconstruction techniques work both in projection space and in image space with iterations between them, and blends iterative and FBP reconstruction. The four hybrid reconstruction techniques assessed in this study were ASIR, AIDR3D, iDose and SAFIRE. Some vendors have also introduced model based iterative techniques, where object, scanner geometry and optics are modelled in addition to noise and photon statistics. Model-based iterative reconstruction techniques reduce noise and artifacts more than hybrid techniques, but may also alter image texture more. The two model based iterative techniques assessed in this study were VEO and IMR \[[@bib0005],[@bib0020],[@bib0035]\]. Iterative reconstruction techniques have also proved to work differently for different patient sizes, dose levels and anatomical areas \[[@bib0050],[@bib0055]\], and in addition to noise reduction, these techniques also can potentially alter spatial resolution and image texture \[[@bib0060],[@bib0065]\]. CT of the lungs is commonly used in frequent follow-up of cancer patients, and can potentially also be used for screening-purposes. Therefore, reconstruction techniques enabling low-dose examinations of the lungs are of great importance for the patient. The aim of this study was to compare quantitative image quality parameters in CT of the lungs for high-end CT scanners from GE, Philips, Siemens and Toshiba using the recommended reconstruction techniques at different dose levels and patient sizes.

2. Material and methods {#sec0010}
=======================

2.1. Phantoms {#sec0015}
-------------

The image quality phantom Catphan600^®^ \[[@bib0070]\] and the Kyoto Kagaku Lungman^®^ \[[@bib0075]\] lung phantom were scanned in this study. The lung phantom was a torso with soft tissue and bone, and inside the cavity, the phantom consisted of heart, trachea, pulmonary vessels and diaphragm/abdomen. The size of the phantom was 43 cm lateral diameter x 40 cm anteroposterior diameter, and 48 cm hight, with a circumference of 94 cm. The lung phantom was used both with and without additional padding, simulating a small and a large patient. With padding, 30 mm was added to the front and to the back of the phantom. The soft tissue and vessels of the lung phantom were made from polyurethane (gravity1.06), and the bone structures were made from epoxy resin and calcium carbonate. The lung phantom contained two spherical inserts of 12 mm in diameter simulating both high- and low-density lesions. The nominal densities of the lesions were approximately −800 and +100 HU. The Catphan600^®^ is an image quality phantom for quantitative measurements. In this study, the module CTP528 for measurement of spatial resolution was used. The module consisted of two wolfram beads embedded in a homogenous material \[[@bib0070]\].

2.2. Image acquisition {#sec0020}
----------------------

The scanner models used were the Siemens Definition Flash^®^, Toshiba Aquilion ONE^®^, GE Discovery 750HD^®^ and Philips Ingenuity^®^. Scan techniques and reconstruction techniques are given in detail in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. All scans were done with the clinical scan protocol for CT of the lungs for each scanner. Catphan600^®^ was scanned with a fixed dose level of 10 mGy CTDIvol. For the lung phantom, fixed dose levels of 2.5 mGy, 5 mGy and 10 mGy CTDIvol were used. All images were reconstructed to the same thickness of 2 mm, in order for measurements to be comparable. Images were reconstructed using the filtered back-projection (FBP) techniques for CT of the lungs, and also with a selection of the iterative options available on the scanners. The reconstruction kernels and levels of iterative reconstruction used were chosen according to recommendations from the vendors. The hybrid iterative techniques are a blend between FBP and iterative reconstruction. All these are based on the kernel used for the FBP reconstruction. With respect to Philips' Iterative Model Reconstruction (IMR) and GE's Model-based iterative reconstruction (VEO), these are not kernel based, but stand-alone reconstruction algorithms.Table 1Scan technique for all scanners and both phantoms.Table 1GESiemensPhilipsToshibaDetector width \[mm\]4038,44040Detector Collimation64 × 0.62564 × 0.664 × 0.62580 × 0.5rotation time \[s/rotation\]0.50.50.50.5pitch0.9841.21.0151.1mA65/125/25589/178/36077/154/31570/130/260CTDIvol \[mGy\]2.6/4.9/102.5/5/10.12.5/5/10.12.7/5/9.9kVp120120120120Reconstructed slice thickness \[mm\]2222Displayed field-of-view \[cm\] for lung phantom32323232Displayed field-of-view \[cm\] for Catphan (MTF)21212121Table 2Reconstruction techniques for all image series.Table 2ScannerReconstructionGEVEOVEOLungASIR20FBP  Siemens70fSAFIRE3FBP  PhilipsIMR1RoutineSharp+YBiDose2FBP  ToshibaFC56AIDR3DSTDFBP(QDS)

2.3. Image quality analyses {#sec0025}
---------------------------

Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) in all 66 series of the lung phantom was calculated from two simulated lesions of size 12 mm in diameter, with nominal densities of approximately −800 and +100 HU. CNR between the lesions was calculated using the following formula \[[@bib0080]\]:$$CNR = \frac{2\left( {HU_{1} - HU_{2}} \right)^{2}}{S{D_{1}}^{2} + S{D_{2}}^{2}}$$Where HU~1~ and HU~2~ are the Hounsfield numbers measured in the two nodules, and SD~1~ and SD~2~ are the corresponding standard deviations ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). CNR is one of the most commonly used image quality descriptors in CT, and gives valuable input to the visibility of lung nodules \[[@bib0085]\].Fig. 1Measurement of CNR in low-density insert simulating nodule.Fig. 1Fig. 2Measurement of CNR in high-density insert simulating nodule.Fig. 2

Noise texture refers to correlations between adjacent pixel values that are manifest by the grainy appearance of CT images. These correlations are largely affected by the reconstruction technique used, and may influence the detectability of pathology \[[@bib0060]\]. Images with equal noise magnitude but different noise texture may not have the same image quality \[[@bib0065]\]. Noise texture and magnitude may be characterized in terms of the noise power spectrum (NPS). NPS was measured in the liver area of the lung phantom for all scan series of the lung phantom ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Measurement of NPS in liver area of chest phantom.Fig. 3

NPS was calculated with a square ROI with a size of 80 mm x 80 mm, subdivided into 4 squares, and repeated in the three central slices in order to minimize noise in the measurement with ensemble averaging. A second order function was fitted and removed from the NPS to minimize beam hardening effect. The two-dimensional NPS \[[@bib0070]\] is proportional with the Fourier transformation (***F***) of the autocorrelation function of the signal, and was calculated as follows:$$\mathbf{NPS}\left( {\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{x}},\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{y}}} \right) = \mathbf{c} \times \left| {\mathbf{F}\left\{ {\mathbf{signal}(\mathbf{x},\mathbf{y}\left. ) \right\}} \right.} \right|^{2}$$Where *f~x~* and *f~y~* are the spatial frequencies in the x and y dimensions, $\mathbf{c} = \frac{pixel\mspace{9mu} size_{x} \times pixel\mspace{9mu} size_{y}}{N_{x} \times N_{y}}$ and *N*~*x*~ *and N*~*y*~ are the pixel numbers in x and y directions.

The NPS can be expressed both in cartesian and polar coordinate system:$$\mathbf{NPS}\left( {\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{x}},\mathbf{f}_{\mathbf{y}}} \right) = \mathbf{NPS}\left( {\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{f}},\mathbf{\phi}} \right)\mathbf{r}_{\mathbf{f}}$$Radial frequency is defined as: $r_{f} = \sqrt{f_{x}^{2} + f_{y}^{2}}$, and the peak contributing frequency is the *r*~*f*~ radial frequency where the parenthesized expression reaches its maximum.

An in-house developed software was used for measurement and calculation of CNR and NPS.

Spatial resolution in measured in the module CTP528 of the Catphan600^®^ image quality phantom for all series. The module contains two wolfram beads embedded in a homogenous material. From these beads, the point-spread function was measured. The point-spread function describes the resolution in the spatial domain \[[@bib0090]\]. This function was transformed into the spatial-frequency domain, to obtain the modulation-transfer function (MTF) using the Fourier transform. The critical frequencies for 10% and 2% contrast were recorded using the commercially available software Image Owl \[[@bib0095]\].

3. Results {#sec0030}
==========

3.1. CNR {#sec0035}
--------

With respect to CNR, Toshiba measured higher values than the other vendors for both filtered back-projected images and the hybrid iterative techniques (range for both phantoms and all dose levels: Toshiba: 69-2180, the three others: 43-1819).

All scanners showed larger CNR with the use of iterative reconstruction techniques. In all but one case, the iterative techniques AIDR3Dstd (Toshiba) and SAFIRE3 (Siemens) compensated for dose reduction in such way that CNR was maintained or even improved using half the dose compared to filtered back-projection. Both ASIR20 (GE) and iDose2 (Philips), also improved CNR compared to FBP, but not to the same extent as AIDR3Dstd and SAFIRE3.

For the iterative techniques VEO (GE) and IMR1 (Philips), the CNR was higher than for all the other images, independent of manufacturer (range for all dose levels and both phantom sizes: 2546--44991 vs 43--2179 for the other techniques). The IMR1 Routine had the highest CNR for the highest dose levels with the small phantom, and was on the level of VEO for the series with lower dose or larger phantom. The IMR1 Sharp+ had an overall lower CNR than both VEO and IMR1 Routine.

CNR data is shown in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}.Table 3CNR, NPS peak frequency and MTF for all reconstructed series.Table 3Dose levelVendorAlgorithm/KernelTechniqueCNRNPS peak frequencyMTF critical frequencyLargeSmallLargeSmall10% contrast2% contrast10 mGyGEVEOVEO20272261950.380.4310.212.2LungASIR2036011090.550.5810.112.2FBP2818200.600.5810.912.2Siemens70fSAFIRE344118190.650.639.810.6FBP1415690.650.6310.612.2PhilipsIMR1Routine19555449910.500.508.19.6Sharp+6774110630.580.6010.211.4YBiDose236015670.650.6310.111.3FBP24810840.650.6310.211.4ToshibaFC56AIDR3DSTD96321800.430.458.810.5FBP32612330.500.508.910.1  5 mGyGEVEOVEO9750172910.450.43LungASIR201216300.580.55FBP1044750.580.55Siemens70fSAFIRE33807540.580.60FBP1172370.600.60PhilipsIMR1Routine8496324250.450.50Sharp+322276520.600.63YBiDose2945690.600.63FBP653930.600.63ToshibaFC56AIDR3DSTD63611300.400.43FBP1626100.500.50  2.5 mGyGEVEOVEO9480103170.400.45LungASIR20822040.580.58FBP621680.580.58Siemens70fSAFIRE32085240.630.60FBP671710.630.65PhilipsIMR1Routine5888102570.330.35Sharp+254641270.600.58YBiDose2661940.600.60FBP431340.650.60ToshibaFC56AIDR3DSTD3168870.330.40FBP693370.480.48

3.2. NPS peak frequency {#sec0040}
-----------------------

Siemens and Philips measured the highest NPS peak frequencies for FBP images (range for all dose levels and phantom sizes: 0.60--0.65 for both Siemens and Philips FBP), GE measured somewhat lower, and Toshiba had the lowest peak frequency, indicating a more coarse noise texture in the images (range for all dose levels and phantom sizes: 0.55--0.60 for GE and 0.48--0.50 for Toshiba).

There was little difference in peak frequency between the FBP images and the different hybrid iterative techniques, except for the Toshiba AIDR3Dstd, which had a lower peak frequency (range for all dose levels and both phantom sizes for AIDR3Dstd: 0.33--0.45) than the corresponding FBP reconstructions. This difference increased with dose reduction and with phantom size.

VEO had a lower NPS peak frequency than the IMR1 Sharp+, and also than the other GE images. The variation of peak frequency for different dose levels and phantom sizes was smaller than for IMR routine.

The images reconstructed with IMR1 Routine had lower peak frequencies compared to the FBP images from Philips, and the frequency dropped further down for the low dose images. The variation of peak frequency for IMR routine was larger than for both VEO and IMR sharp+. NPS peak frequency for IMR1 Sharp+ was on the level of the FBP reconstructed images from Philips, and the variation of peak frequency was smaller than for both VEO and IMR Sharp+ (range for all dose levels and both phantom sizes: VEO: 0.38--0.45, IMR routine: 0.33--0.50, IMR sharp+: 0.58--0.63). NPS peak frequency data is shown in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}.

3.3. MTF {#sec0045}
--------

For FBP reconstructions, Siemens and GE had the highest critical frequencies for 10% and 2% of MTF (Siemens: 10.6 and 12.2 cycles/cm, GE: 10.9 and 12.2 cycles/cm for 10% and 2% MTF, respectively). Philips measured somewhat lower (10.2 and 11.4 cycles/cm for 10% and 2% MTF, respectively), and Toshiba had the lowest critical frequencies (8.9 and 10.1 cycles/cm for 10% and 2% MTF, respectively).

With iterative reconstruction, iDose2 and AIDR3Dstd measured on the same level as FBP (iDose2: 10.1 and 11.3 cycles/cm, AIDR3Dstd: 8.8 and 10.5 cycles/cm for 10% and 2% MTF, respectively). Asir20 had a drop for 10% MTF compared to FBP, and SAFIRE3 had drop for both 10% MTF and 2% MTF with use of SAFIRE3 (Asir20: 10.1 and 12.2 cycles/cm, SAFIRE3: 9.8 and 10.6 cycles/cm for 10% and 2% MTF, respectively).

IMR1 Sharp+ measured similar MTF as the both the hybrid and the FBP images from Philips (10.2 and 11.4 cycles/cm for 10% and 2% MTF, respectively), while VEO (10.2 and 12.2 cycles/cm for 10% and 2% MTF, respectively) was on the same level as Asir20, and IMR1 Routine measured lower MTF (8.1 and 9.6 cycles/cm for 10% and 2% MTF, respectively) than both the hybrid and the FBP images from Philips, and also lower than VEO and IMR Sharp+. MTF data is shown in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}.

4. Discussion {#sec0050}
=============

The FC56 FBP reconstruction filter from Toshiba had the highest CNR and the lowest MTF and NPS peak frequency among the FBP images. This indicates that the recommended lung reconstruction filter FC56 for Toshiba is not as sharp as the other FBP reconstruction filters in this study, although the differences between vendors seen in this study, in addition to properties of the lung reconstruction filters, may also result from differences in scanner hardware.

All hybrid iterative techniques improved CNR. The iterative techniques reduced noise, but did not improve contrast to the same degree. Hence, the improvement in CNR was mainly due to the noise reducing properties of the hybrid iterative techniques. AIDR3Dstd (Toshiba) and SAFIRE3 (Siemens) maintained or improved CNR using half the dose compared to FBP, while ASIR20 (GE) and iDose2 (Philips) did not compensate to the same extent. This may be due to the properties of the iterative reconstruction algorithms, and also the different levels of iterative reconstruction applied. These results comply with other studies on hybrid iterative reconstruction techniques in chest CT \[[@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110], [@bib0115], [@bib0120]\].

MTF is a descriptor of the spatial resolution in the image, and for CT examinations of the lung, the spatial resolution is one of the most important image quality properties. iDose2 and AIDR3Dstd maintained the MTF compared to the corresponding FBP images. ASIR20 had a drop for 10% MTF compared to FBP, and SAFIRE3 had a drop for both 2% and 10% MTF. The ability of the iterative reconstruction techniques to preserve spatial resolution in the images is critical when it comes to applicability of these techniques in CT of the lungs, and iDose2 and AIDR3Dstd proved advantageous in this respect.

A drop in peak frequency of the NPS reflects a shift to a more coarse noise texture in the image. This will affect the visual impression of the image, and thereby possibly also the diagnostic quality of the image \[[@bib0065]\]. All hybrid iterative techniques maintained NPS peak frequency except AIDR3Dstd, which had a drop in peak frequency compared to FBP reconstructions, increasing for lower doses and large phantom. Hence, AIDR3Dstd proved disadvantageous in this respect.

VEO and IMR1 largely improved CNR compared to FBP. This corresponds to other studies, who also found large noise reductions using VEO or IMR for chest CT \[[@bib0100],[@bib0125],[@bib0130]\]. With respect to MTF, VEO and IMR1 Sharp+ measured at the same level as the corresponding FBP lung reconstruction filters, while IMR1 Routine measured a lower MTF. With respect to NPS peak frequency, VEO and IMR1 Routine were on a lower level than the FBP reconstructed images, and also lower than IMR1 Sharp+, indicating a more coarse noise texture. The IMR1 Sharp+ measured similar peak frequency of the NPS as the corresponding FBP images, hence, both spatial resolution and noise texture was preserved using IMR1 Sharp+. The IMR1 Sharp+ is dedicated for high resolution CT imaging, and these results indicate that this reconstruction technique emphasizes the properties important for these examinations.

IMR1 showed more variation between phantom sizes and dose levels than VEO. This indicates that these algorithms work differently with respect to aggressiveness in noise reduction depending on inherent noise in the signal.

Improvements in CNR from use of iterative reconstruction techniques in this study were resulting mainly from the noise reducing properties of the iterative techniques. The model based iterative techniques were more noise reducing than the hybrid techniques, and hence, these techniques were also the ones improving CNR the most in this study.

Noise texture can potentially affect diagnostic image quality and lesion detectability \[[@bib0065]\]. A shift in NPS compared to FBP results from a change in noise texture, and will affect the diagnostic image quality. The lower peak frequency for VEO, AIDR3Dstd and IMR1 Routine compared to the corresponding FBP techniques indicate such a shift, and could therefore potentially be unbeneficial in CT of the lungs.

In CT of the lungs, visualization of small structures like nodules and fine airway structures are of great importance. Hence, the preservation of edges and details is detrimental in the application of iterative reconstruction techniques in CT of the lungs. With respect to spatial resolution and MTF, the drop in MTF measured for SAFIRE3 and IMR1 Routine, and partially for ASIR20, could potentially degrade the visualization of small details, which would not be beneficial for CT of the lungs.

This study has limitations. The measurements of spatial resolution in this study were done by calculating the MTF from a high contrast point source, and as iterative reconstruction techniques are non-linear, these MTF measurements may not describe the total sharpness of the images. Still, in CT of the lungs, the sharpness of the small, high contrast details are of dominating importance, which is what is reflected in the measurements in this study.

In clinical practice, the visibility of smaller lesions is of greater importance than that of larger lesions. CNR was measured in large nodules of 12 mm in diameter to avoid partial volume effect. However, the CNR for larger lesions will in great part reflect also the CNR for smaller lesions.

The iterative reconstruction algorithms varied with respect to how much they compensated for dose reduction for the CNR measurements. Other strengths of iterative reconstruction could compensate differently for dose reduction, and would possibly also behave differently with respect to MTF and NPS. The scales of strength for the different algorithms are not comparable, and in this study the levels of iterative reconstruction recommended by the vendors were evaluated and compared. An evaluation of the whole range of iterative strengths could establish which levels are most comparable, but this was not the scope of this study.

Only quantitative image quality has been assessed in this study. Although the parameters measured in this study are important descriptors of image quality in CT of the lungs, diagnostic quality of the images should also be assessed in human observer analyses.

5. Conclusions {#sec0055}
==============

IMR1 Sharp+ and VEO improved contrast-to-noise ratio to a larger extent than the other iterative techniques, while maintaining spatial resolution. IMR1 Sharp+ also maintained noise texture, hence, this technique proved advantageous with respect to image quality for CT of the lungs.
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